The quadratic assignment problem (QAP ) is arguably one of the hardest of the NP-hard discrete optimization problems. Problems of dimension greater than 25 are still considered to be large scale. Current successful solution techniques use branch and bound methods, which rely on obtaining strong and inexpensive bounds.
Introduction
In this paper we introduce a new efficient bound for the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP ). We use the Koopmans-Beckmann trace formulation (QAP ) v QAP := min
where A, B and C are n by n real matrices, and Π denotes the set of n by n permutation matrices. Throughout this paper we assume the symmetric case, i.e., that both A and B are symmetric matrices. The QAP is considered to be one of the hardest NP-hard problems to solve in practice. However, many important combinatorial optimization problems can be formulated as a QAP . Examples include: the traveling salesman problem, VLSI design, keyboard design, and the graph partitioning problem. The QAP is well described by the problem of allocating a set of n facilities to a set of n locations while minimizing the quadratic objective arising from the distance between the locations in combination with the flow between the facilities. Recent surveys include [28, 32, 34, 27, 19, 12, 13, 11, 31] .
Solving QAP to optimality usually requires a branch and bound (B&B ) method. Essential for these methods are strong, inexpensive bounds at each node of the branching tree. In this paper, we study a new bound obtained from a semidefinite programming (SDP ) relaxation. This relaxation uses only O(n 2 ) variables and O(n 2 ) constraints. But, it yields a bound provably better than the so-called projected eigenvalue bound (P B ) [12] , and it is competitive with the recently introduced quadratic programming bound (QP B ), [1] .
Outline
In Section 1.2 we continue with preliminary results and notation. In Section 1.3 we review some of the known bounds in the literature. Our main results appear in Section 2. Here we compare relaxations that use a vector lifting of the matrix X into the space of n 2 ×n 2 matrices with a matrix lifting that remains in S n , the space of n × n symmetric matrices. We then parametrize and characterize the orthogonal similarity set of B, O(B), using majorization results on the eigenvalues of B, see Theorem 2.1. This results in three SDP relaxations, MSDR 1 to MSDR 3 . We conclude with numerical tests in Section 3.
Notation and Preliminaries
For two real m × n matrices A, B ∈ M mn , A, B = trace A T B is the trace inner product; M nn = M n , denotes the set of n by n square real matrices; S n denotes the space of n × n symmetric matrices, while S n + denotes the cone of positive semidefinite matrices in S n . We let A B denote the Löwner partial order, A − B ∈ S n + . The linear transformation diag M denotes the vector formed from the diagonal of the matrix M; the adjoint linear transformation is diag * v = Diag v, i.e., the diagonal matrix formed from the vector v. We use A ⊗ B to denote the Kronecker product of A and B, and use x = vec (X) to denote the vector in R n 2 obtained from the columns of X. Then, see e.g., [17] , trace
We let N denote the cone of nonnegative (elementwise) matrices, N := {X ∈ M n : X ≥ 0}; E denotes the set of matrices with row and column sums 1, E := {X ∈ M n : Xe = X T e = e}, where e is the vector of ones; D denotes the set of doubly stochastic matrices, D = E ∩ N . The minimal product of two vectors is
where the minimum is over all permutations, σ, π, of the indices {1, 2, . . . , n}. Similarly, we define the maximal product of x, y, x, y + := max σ,π n i=1 x σ(i) y π(i) . We denote the vector of eigenvalues of a matrix A by λ(A). Definition 1.1 Let x, y ∈ R n . By abuse of notation, we denote x majorizes y or y is majorized by x with x y or y x. Let the components of both vectors be sorted in nonincreasing order, i.e.,
. Following e.g., [21] , x y if and only if
In [21] , it is shown that x y if and only if there exists S ∈ D with Sx = y. Note that for fixed y, the constraints x y is not a convex constraint; but x y is a convex constraint and it has an equivalent LP formulation, e.g., [16] .
Known Relaxations for QAP
One of the earliest and least expensive relaxations for QAP is based on a Linear Programming (LP ) formulation, e.g., Gilmore-Lawler(GLB) [10, 7] ; related dual-based LP bounds are KCCEB in e.g., [18, 29, 7, 15] . These inexpensive formulations are able to handle problems with n with n approximately 20 [10, 20] . However, the bounds are usually too weak to handle larger problems. Strengthened bounds are based on: eigenvalue and parametric eigenvalue bounds (EB ) [9, 31] ; projected eigenvalue bounds P B [12, 8] ; convex quadratic programming bounds QP B [1] ; and SDP bounds [30, 34] . For recent numerical results that use these bounds, see e.g., [1, 30] . Note that Π = O ∩ E ∩ N , i.e. the addition of the orthogonal constraints changes the doubly stochastic matrices to permutation matrices. This illustrates the power of nonlinear quadratic constraints for QAP . Using the quadratic constraints, we can see that SDP arises naturally from Lagrangian relaxation, see e.g., [25] . Alternatively, one can lift the problem using the positive semidefinite matrix 1 vec (X) 1 vec (X) T into the symmetric matrix space S n 2 +1 . One then obtains deep cuts for the convex hull of the lifted permutation matrices. However, this vector-lifting SDP relaxation requires O(n 4 ) variables and hence is expensive to use. Problems with n > 25 become impractical for branch and bound methods.
Recently, Anstreicher and Wolkowicz [3] proved that strong (Lagrangian) duality holds for the following quadratic program with orthogonal constraints, i.e.,
whose optimal value gives the eigenvalue bound EB . The Lagrangian dual is
The inner minimization problem results in the hidden semidefinite constraint
Under this constraint, the inner minimization program is attained at x = 0. As a result of strong duality, the equivalent dual program
has the same value as the primal program, i.e. both yield EB . In [1] , the authors use the optimal solutions from (1.3), add linear constraints Xe = X T e = e and X ≥ 0, and set S = S * , T = T * in the inner minimization problem in (1.2) . This results in a (parametric) convex quadratic programming bound (QP B ), i.e.,
QP B is inexpensive to compute and, under some mild assumptions, strictly stronger than P B . Currently, QP B is arguably the most competitive bound, if we take into account the trade-off between the quality of the bound and the expense in the computation. The use of QP B , along with the Condor high-throughput computing system, has resulted in the solution for the first time of several large QAP problems from the QAP LIB library, [6] , [1] , [2] . In this paper, we propose a new relaxation for QAP , which has comparable complexity to QP B . Moreover, our numerical tests show that this new bound obtains better bounds than QP B when applied to problem instances from the QAP LIB library. 
where for all j, we have Q j ∈ S n , c j ∈ R n , β j ∈ R. To find approximate solutions to QCQP , one can homogenize the quadratic functions to get the equivalent quadratic forms q j (x,
, along with the additional constraint x 2 0 = 1. The homogenized forms can be linearized using the vector
In this paper, we call this a vector-lifting semidefinite relaxation, (V SDR ), and we note that the unknown variable Z ∈ S n+1 .
Matrix Lifting SDP Relaxation, MSDR
Consider QCQP with matrix variables
Let: x := vec (X), c := vec (C), δ ij denote the Kronecker delta, and E ij = e i e T j ∈ M n be the zero matrix except with 1 at the (i, j) position. Note that the orthogonality constraint
Using both of the redundant constraints XX T = I and X T X = I strengthens the SDP relaxation, see [3] . We can now rewrite QAP using the Kronecker product and see that it is a special case of M QCQP with linear and quadratic equality constraints, and with nonnegativity constraints, i.e.,
Note that x = vec (X) from (2.6) is in R n 2 . Relaxing the quadratic objective function and/or the quadratic orthogonality constraints results in a linearized/lifted constraint (2.5).
This uses the relaxation Y xx T , and we end up with
, a prohibitively large matrix. However, we can use a different approach and exploit the structure of the problem. We can replace the constraint y = xx T with the constraint Y = XX T and then relax it to Y XX T . This is equivalent to the linear semidefinite constraint I X T X Y 0. The size of this constraint is significantly smaller. We call this a matrixlifting semidefinite relaxation and denote it M SDR . The relaxation for M QCQP with
If m ≤ n and the Slater constraint qualification holds, then M SDR solves M QCQP , v MQCQP = v MSDR , see [4, 5] . Otherwise, the bound from M SDR is not tight in general.
To apply this to QAP , we first reformulate it as a M QCQP by moving B from the objective using the constraint R = XB. Recall that Π = O ∩ E ∩ N .
To linearize the objective function we use
and the lifting
This defines the symmetric matrices Y, Z ∈ S n , where we see
We can then relax this to get the convex quadratic constraint
A Schur complement argument shows that the convex quadratic constraint (2.9) is equivalent to the linear conic constraint 
The above discussion yields the M SDR relaxation for QAP
where Y represents/approximates RX T = XBX T and Z represents/approximates RR T = XB 2 X T . Since X is a permutation matrix, we conclude that the diagonal of Y is the X permutation of the diagonal of B (and similarly for the diagonals of Z and
Also, given that Xe = X T e = e and Y = XBX T , Z = XB 2 X T for all X, Y, Z feasible for the original QAP , we conclude that Y e = XBe, Ze = XB 2 e.
We may add these additional redundant constraints to the above M SDR . These constraints essentially replace the orthogonality constraints. We get the first version of our SDP relaxation:
Proposition 2.1 Let B be nonsingular. In addition, suppose that (X, Y, Z) solves MSDR 1 and satisfies Z = XB 2 (X) T . Then X is optimal for QAP .
Proof: Via the Schur Complement, we know that the semidefinite constraint in MSDR 1 is equivalent to
Therefore, XX T I, X T X I. Moreover, X satisfies Xe = X T e = e, X ≥ 0. Now, multiplying both sides of diag (Z) = Xdiag (B 2 ) from the left by e T yields trace Z = trace B 2 .
Since B is nonsingular, we conclude that B 2 ≻ 0. Therefore, I − X T X 0 implies that I = X T X. Thus the optimizer X is orthogonal and doubly stochastic (X ∈ E ∩ N ). Hence X is a permutation matrix.
Moreover, (2.13) and Z − XB 2 X T = 0 implies the off-diagonal block Y − XBX T = 0. Thus, we conclude that the bound µ * M SDR from (MSDR 1 ) is tight.
Remark 2.1
The assumption that B is nonsingular is made without loss of generality, since we could shift B by a small positive multiple of the identity matrix, say ǫI, while simultaneously subtracting ǫ(trace A). i.e.,
The Orthogonal Similarity Set of B
Our numerical tests in Section 3 below show that the bound from MSDR 1 is often weaker than that from QP B . In this section we include additional redundant constraints in order to strengthen MSDR 1 . Using majorization given in Definition 1.1, the now characterize the convex hull of the orthogonal similarity set of B, denoted conv O(B).
Theorem 2.1 Let
(2.14)
Then S 1 is the convex hull of the orthogonal similarity set of B, and
Proof.
by the well-known minimal inner-product result, e.g., [31] [9].
2. S 2 ⊆ S 3 : Let U ∈ O, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1}, and let Γ p denote the index set corresponding to the p smallest entries of diag (U T Y U). Define the support vector δ p ∈ R n of Γ P by
by definition of S 2 . Since choosingĀ = ±I implies trace Y = trace B, the inclusion follows.
, we may take U = V and deduce
. Since O is a compact set, we conclude that the continuous image O(B) = {Y : Y = XBX T , X ∈ O} is compact. Hence, its convex hull conv O(B) is compact as well. Therefore, a standard hyperplane separation argument implies that there exists A ∈ S n , such that
As a result,
Without loss of generality, suppose that the eigenvalues λ(•) are in nondecreasing order. Then the above minimum product inequality could be written as
, we can rewrite the above inequality as
Thus, we have the following inequality:
However, by assumption λ j+1 (Ā) ≥ λ j (Ā), and by the definition of λ(Ŷ ) majorized by λ(B),
which contradicts (2.14).
Remark 2.2 Based on our Theorem 2.1 1 , Xia [33] recognized that the sets S1-S4 in (2.14) admit a semidefinite formulation, i.e.,
He then proposed an orthogonal bound, denoted (OB2 ), from the optimal value of the SDP
This new bound is provably stronger than the current convex quadratic programming bound (QP B ). We failed to recognize this point in our initial work. Instead, motivated by Theorem 2.1, we now propose an inexpensive bound that is stronger than QP B for most of the problem instances we tested.
Strengthened MSDR Bound
Suppose that A = U A Diag (λ(A))U T A denotes the orthogonal diagonalization of A with the vector of eigenvalues λ(A) in nonincreasing order; we assume that the vector of eigenvalues λ(B) is in nondecreasing order. Let
We add the following cuts to MSDR 1 , 15) and get a new relaxation
The cuts (2.15) approximate the majorization constraint
From (2.16), we have
This inequality yields a comparison between the bounds M SDR 2 and EB . C, X , the eigenvalue bound, EB .
Proof. It is enough to show that the first terms on both sides of the inequality satisfy
Since λ(A) is a nonincreasing vector, and λ(B) is nondecreasing, we have λ(B), λ(A) = λ(B), λ(A) − . Also,
Therefore, since diag (Y ) = Xdiag (B) and e T X = e T , we have
holds for any feasible Y , we have
Projected Bound OB2
The row and column sum equality constraints of QAP , E = {X ∈ M n : Xe = X T e = e}, can be eliminated using a nullspace method. (In the following proposition, O refers to the orthogonal matrices of appropriate dimension.)
n,n−1 be full column rank and satisfy V T e = 0. Then X ∈ E ∩ O if and only if
After substituting for X, and usingÂ = V T AV,B = V T BV , the QAP can now be reformulated as the projected version (P QAP ) (P QAB)
We now defineŶ =XBX T andẐ =ŶŶ =XBBX T ; and we replace X with 1 n E + VXV T . Then the two terms XBX and XBV V T BX T admit the linear representations
respectively. In M SDR 2 , we use Y to represent/approximate XBX T , and use Z to represent/approximate XBBX T . However, XBBX T cannot be linearly represented withX andŶ . Therefore, in the projected version, we have to let Z represent XBV V T BX T instead of XBBX T , and we replace the corresponding diagonal constraint with diag (Z) = Xdiag (BV V T B). Based on these definitions, P QAP has the following quadratic matrix programming formulation: As in M SDR 2 , we now add the following cuts forŶ ∈ conv O(X)
is the spectral decomposition ofÂ, and
p follows the definition in Section 2.2.1, i.e., δ p ∈ R n−1 , δ p = {0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1}.
Our final projected relaxation MSDR 3 is
where:
Note that the constraints Y e = XBe, Ze = XB 2 e are no longer needed in MSDR 3 . In MSDR 3 , all the constraints act on the lower dimensional space. Such strategy, i.e., first projected back, then cut, has also been used in projected eigenvalue bound(P B ) and quadratic programming bound(QP B ). It is numerically superior than directly adding cuts for high-dimensional image space of the projection, e.g., projected eigenvalue bound(P B ) is much stronger than the eigenvalue bound(EB ). For this reason, we propose MSDR 3 instead of M SDR 2 .
Lemma 2.2 Let µ * P B denote the projected eigenvalue bound. Then
Proof. Since MSDR 3 has constraints
we need only prove that traceÂŶ ≥ λ(Â), λ(B) − . This proof is the same as the proof for trace AY ≥ λ(A), λ(B) − in Lemma 2.1.
Remark 2.3
Every feasible solution to the original QAP satisfies Y = XBX T , X ∈ Π. This implies that Y could be obtained from a permutation of the entries of B. Moreover, the diagonal entries of B remain on the diagonal after a permutation. Denote the off-diagonal entries of B by 0ffDiag (B). We see that, for each i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, i = j, the following cuts are valid for any feasible Y :
It is easy to verify that if the elements of 0ffDiag (B) are all equal, then QAP can be solved by MSDR 1 , M SDR 2 or MSDR 3 , using the constraints in (2.18). If B is diagonally dominant, than for any permutation X, we have Y = XBX T is diagonal dominant. This property generates another series of cuts. These results could be to used to add cuts for Z = XB 2 X T as well.
3 Numerical Results
QAPLIB Problems
In Table 1 we present a comparison of MSDR 3 with several other bounds applied to instances from QAP LIB , [6] . The first column OPT denotes the exact optimal value. The following columns contain the: GLB , Gilmore-Lawler bound [10] ; KCCEB , dual linear programming bound [18, 15, 14] ; P B , projected eigenvalue bound [12] ; QP B , convex quadratic programming bound [1] ; and SDR1 , SDR2 , SDR3 , the vector-lifting semidefinite relaxation bounds [34] computed by the bundle method [30] . The last column is our MSDR 3 bound. All output values are rounded up to the nearest integer.
To solve QAP , the minimization of trace AXBX T and trace BXAX T are equivalent. But for the relaxation MSDR 3 , exchanging the roles of A and B results in two different formulations and bounds. In our tests we use the maximum of the two formulations for MSDR 3 . We then stay with the better formulation throughout the branch and bound process, so that we do not double the computational work.
From Table 1 , we see that the relative performance of the LP -based bounds GLB and KCCEB is unpredictable. For some instances both are weaker than the least expensive P B bound; while for other instances the KCCEB bound is better than the more expensive SDR2 . The average performance of the bounds can be ranked as follows:
In Table 2 we present the number of variables and constraints used in each of the relaxations. Our bound MSDR 3 uses only O(n 2 ) variables and only O(n 2 ) constraints. If we solve MSDR 3 with an interior point method, the complexity of computing the Newton direction in each iteration is O(n 6 ). And, the number of iterations of an interior point method is bounded by O(n ln 1 ǫ ) [24] . Therefore, the complexity of computing MSDR 3 with an interior point methods is O(n 7 ln 1 ǫ ). Note that the computational complexity for the most expensive SDP formulation, SDR3 , is O(n 14 ln 1 ǫ ), where ǫ is the desired accuracy. Thus MSDR 3 is significantly less expensive than SDR3 . Though QP B is less expensive than MSDR 3 in practice, the complexity as a function of n is the same. esc16a  68  38  41  47  55  47  49  59  50  esc16b  292  220  274  250  250  250  275  288  276  esc16c  160  83  91  95  95  95  111  142  123  esc16d  16  3  4  -19  -19  -19  -13  8  1  esc16e  28  12  12  6  6  6  11  23  14  esc16g  26  12  12  9  9  9  10  20  13  esc16h  996  625  704  708  708  708  905  970  906  esc16i  14  0  0  -25  -25  -25  -22  9  0  esc16j  8  1  2  -6  -6  -6  -5 7 Methods When solving general discrete optimization problems using B&B methods, one rarely has advance knowledge that helps in branching decisions. But, we now see that MSDR 3 helps in choosing a row and/or column for branching in our B&B approach for solving QAP . If X is a permutation matrix, then the diagonal entries diag (Z) = Xdiag (BV V T B) are a permutation of the diagonal entries of BV V T B. In fact, the converse is true under a mild assumption.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume the entries of b := diag (BV V T B) are strictly increasing, i.e., b 1 < b 2 < . . . < b n . By the feasibility of X * , Z * , we have diag (Z * ) = X * b. Also, we know diag (Z * ) = P b, for some P ∈ Π. Therefore, X * b = P b holds as well. Now assume P i1 = 1. Then n j=1 X * ij b j = b 1 . Since n j=1 X * ij = 1 and X * ij ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, we conclude that b 1 is a convex combination of b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n . However, b 1 is the strict minimum in b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n . This implies that X * i1 = 1. The conclusion follows for P = X * by finite induction, after we delete column 1 and row i of X.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, we may consider the original QAP problem in order to determine an optimal assignment of entries of diag (BV V T B) to diag (Z), where each entry of diag (BV V T B) requires a branch and bound process to determine its assigned position. For entries with large difference from the mean of diag (BV V T B), the assignments are particularly important, because a change of their assigned positions usually leads to significant differences in the corresponding objective value. Therefore, in order to fathom more nodes early, our B&B strategy first processes those entries with large differences from the mean of diag (BV V T B). Therefore, the 6 (or 7)-th entry has value 8.67; this has the largest difference from the mean value 16.72. Table 4 presents the MSDR 3 bounds in the first level of the branching tree for Nug12. The first and second column presents the results for branching on elements from the 6-th column of X first. The other columns provide a comparison with branching from other columns first. On average, branching with the 6-th column of X first generates tighter bounds, thus allowing for more nodes to be fathomed. 
Branch and

Conclusion
We have presented new bounds for QAP that are based on a matrix-lifting (rather than a vector-lifting) semidefinite relaxation. By exploiting the special doubly stochastic and orthogonality structure of the constraints, we obtained a series of cuts to further strengthen the relaxation. The resulting relaxation MSDR 3 is provably stronger than the projected eigenvalue bound P B , and is comparable with the SDR1 bound and the quadratic programming bound QP B in our empirical tests. Moreover, due to the matrix-lifting property of the bound, it only use O(n 2 ) variables and O(n 2 ) constraints. Hence the complexity is comparable with e.g. relaxations based on LP .
Our MSDR 3 relaxation and bound is in particularly efficient for matrices with special structure, e.g., if B is a Hamming distance matrix of a hypercube or a Manhattan distance matrix from rectangular grids, e.g., [22] . Based on our work, additional new relaxations have been proposed which have strong theoretical properties, e.g., the bound OB2 in [33] . Another recent application is decoding in multiple antenna system, see [23] .
